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“The idea flow from the human spirit is absolutely unlimited. All you 
have to do is tap into that well. I don't like to use the word efficiency. 

It's creativity. It's a belief that every person counts.” 
 

 Jack Welch 
GE leader 

 
 
 
 

“When you buy bananas all you want is the fruit 
 not the skin, but you have to pay for the skin also. 

 It is a waste. 
 And you, the customer should not have to pay for the waste.”  

 

 Shigeo Shingo,  
a key figure in Toyota. 
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Chapter I  
 

UNICREDIT BANK: 
the strategy of digital and lean trasformation 

 
Abstract 

In this paper, we focus our attention on how to improve the result in 
bank and financial institution based on lean methodology. 
Based past studies, we develop a specific detailed research questions. 
1) What are the strategy of digital and lean transformation in the case 
of Unicredit Bank? 
2) What are the critical success factors of its strategy on innovation 
and lean management in the contest of digitalization of the service? 
The aim of the paper is to answer to these the questions. It gives a 
unique description of the implementation of improvement of the pro-
cesses in the case of Unicredit Bank.  
To our knowledge, before of this work, in international literature there is a lack 
of study on the digital and lean transformation in Unicredit Bank. 
The principal successful factors are summered up: lean methodology 
integrated with digitalization have an increasing importance for im-
proving the performance of bank. 
 
Keywords: digital transformation; lean banking; knowledge manage-
ment, process improvement; banking sectors; banking processes 
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1 Introduction  
 
This paper analyses how to improve the result in bank and financial 

institution. It explores the challenges and the opportunities of lean man-
agement in the contest of financial and bank sector by study the case 
Unicredit Bank. 

 In the specific financial and banking sectors, there are few study on 
application on lean management and digitalization (Delgado et al. 2010; 
Folpmers et al. 2004 Majorca et al. 2011) in financial sector (Kovacs, 
2016; BCE 2016, Comana et al. 2016; Mottura 2011). While there is a 
broad range of literature on lean manufacturing (Holweg, 2007; Hines 
et al. 2004; Camuffo 2017; Riva 2008; Pilotti 2017; Riva and Pilotti 
2017 a,b,c,d,e) still few papers are written on the process to determine 
critical success factor in banking and financial sectors (De Koning and 
at 2008; George, 2003; Antonio, 2008; Osservarorio Processi Bancari, 
2010). 

Lean banking is all about improving process efficiency, performance 
management, organizational capabilities to identify and remove non-
value-added activities, focused on the customer (Cosma, 2003). Quality 
of service, speed of execution and costs are the three variables important 
in banking and financial sector. The lean banking helps by focusing the 
bank's processes around a few indicators of customer satisfaction. 

Many banks are now shifting their focus to improving operational 
efficiency. Lean banking is a low-cost way to eliminate non-value-
added activities throughout all areas of your banking organization. Fi-
nancial institutions leveraging lean banking operations report results of 
strong cost reduction and maintain cost-efficiency ratios below the in-
dustry average (Kovacs, 2016). 

Several studies have shown the role of lean management in contest 
relevant for the impact of the digitalization of service (Skinner C. 2015, 
Hitt et al. 2014), knowledge creation (Nonaka, 1995; Qintas et al. 1997; 
Stack et al. 1992; Grant 1997), control system (Riva, 2005, 2006, 2007, 
2012).  and the improvement of process (Tonchia et al. 2011; Ohmae, 
19982).  

 The objective of a lean banking approach is to identify areas of 
waste and inefficiency in organization and then apply proven method-
ologies to generate solutions (just in time, benchmarking, future state 
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map, 5S, sigma six). The target is to improve the processes and the op-
erational efficiency. 

The key questions of the paper are: 
1) What are the strategy of digital and lean transformation in the case 
of Unicredit Bank? 
2) What are the critical success factors of its strategy on innovation 
and lean management in the contest of digitalization of the service? 

To answer the first question, we analyze the methodology (Riva, 
2018) and philosophy applied from Unicredit to improve the digital and 
lean transformation. 

For what concern the second question, we describe the critical suc-
cess factors of its strategy on innovation and lean management in the 
contest of digitalization of the service. 

Given these premises, this paper reports the interesting case 
Unicredit (Maiorana and Morelli, 2011, Penna Genii 2014, Unicredit 
Reports and Accounts, 2015; Crespi 2006; Chiaramonte, 2008). Lean 
in bank and financial service improves the customer experiences, gets 
the most out of the staff, improves operational controls and reduces 
monetary waste (Pellegrino 2014). 

The outline of the paper is as follows: the second section describes 
the theoretical review and the methodological aspects; the thirds section 
reports the making of lean process of Unicredit service both the design 
and the implementation process; the fourth section sum up the relevance 
on Unicredit with the discuss of the critical factors that could have led 
to success and the fifth one concludes. 
 

2. Theoretical review  
 
In this part, there is a description of main international case studies 

divided for geographic regions (Europe, America, Asia and Africa) 
based on innovation and lean management in banking and financial ser-
vice institution. 
 

2.1 Studies and case on innovation and lean management in Eu-
ropean banks and financial institution  

Majorana et al. (2011) describe the importance of sigma six in the 
bank and financial sector. The research provides a description of imple-
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mentation of lean principles in banking sector. Majorca was Chief Qual-
ity Office in Unicredit in Italy. The methodology of DMAIC is analyzed 
in each phase. There is also a short description of six sigma of the fourth 
generation and can be used with tool of coaching. The process is based 
on customer requirements, key processes, metrics, performance drivers. 
The analysis of the current state value stream mapping and the future 
state value stream map is useful to avoid problems. 

De Koning and at (2008a) present evidence of importance of use 
combined the Lean Thinking with Six Sigma. In the paper are analyzed 
four case studies from Dutch multinational insurance. The study de-
scribes the different methodology used for improving the lean strategy: 
a) the use of the SIPOC chart can be useful to analyze the process (the 
flow of information are analyzed and the Information request IR; b) the 
choice of CTQ (number of IR for application (5.5), waiting times for 
application (3.9 days); c) the process capability is analyzed. The paper 
describes in detail the DMAIC approach and develops an Engineering 
Design DMAIC Model 

 
Levitt (1972) Transfer of manufacturing logic to service operations. 
Bowen & Young-
dahl (1998) 

First lean approach in services with case study and definition of the charac-
teristics of lean service 

Allway & Corbett 
(2002) 

Similarity between the techniques used in manufacturing and services, as 
well as lean service principles. 

Swank (2003) 
Through case study proved that the use of lean principles can improve per-
formance. 

Apte & Goh (2004) 
Case study with applications of lean thinking in information-intensive ser-
vices. 

Cuatrecasas 
(2004) 

Case studies using lean tools that reduced cycle time and increased effi-
ciency (2002 and 2004). 

Ahlstrom (2004) Presentation of concepts of lean service and restrictions on their application. 

George (2004) Definition of the wastes in service operations 

Sánchez & Pérez 
(2004) 

Validation of the study by Ahlstrom (2004), by means of indicators that 
measure the lean service application level. 

Womack & Jones 
(2005) 

A six-step model to solve the customer problems and use of a con-
sumption map. 

Venkat & Wake-
land (2006) 

Use of simulation tools to analyze process optimization in the service sector 

Francischini et al. 
(2006) 

Analysis of waste under the customer’s and the company’s perspectives, 
plus five case studies analyzed. 

Abdi et al. (2006) 
Establishes that the most important element in the service sector is the hu-
man variable. Presenting lean’s characteristics. 

Liker & Morgan 
(2006) 

Using the principles of the Toyota model with an effective integration of 
people, processes and technology. 
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Maleyeff (2006) 
One of the first models of lean oriented towards the companies’ internal ser-
vices and seven wastes in services. 

Arruda & Luna 
(2006) 

Lean principles applied to services and seven wastes applied to services. 

Sarkar (2007) 
A book with the DEB-LOREX model, using five elements: people, processes, 
partners, promotion and troubleshooting. 

Giannini (2007) 
Adaptation and Application of lean tools in back office and front office ser-
vices, through a case study. 

Bicheno (2008) 
First book to present a set of tools for lean service. Fourteen office 
wastes. 

Lee et al. (2008) 
The relevance of IT tools, once they support lean systems during implemen-
tations. 

Piercy & Rich 
(2008b) 

Applicability of lean techniques in a service environment with three case 
studies in service companies. 

Araujo et al. (2009) 
Demonstrated the existence of a synergy between the evidence-based medi-
cine and lean thinking to the promotion of medical practice quality and effi-
cient process management. 

Staats & Upton 
(2009) 

A case study in a software provider that used lean to improve its operations. 

Song et al. (2009) 
List of service-oriented lean tools and each type of service may require dif-
ferent tools. 

Julien & Tjahjono 
(2009) 

Presented a case study with the implementation of lean tools in a Safari Park 

Selau et al. (2009) A case of use of lean principles in a hospital using the process mapping tool. 

Seddon & O’Do-
novan (2010) 

Review of lean concepts, where lean has become synonymous with 
“efficient process”. 

Asif et al. (2010) 
A case study with several challenges for lean implementation and reductions 
in waste, as well as the need to develop specific indicators for services. 

Portioli-Staudacher 
(2010) 

Statements that lean techniques are being implemented in high volume, but 
low variety of processes and focus on back office activities. 

Bortolotti et al. 
(2010) 

Carrying out a process mapping and then automation in the activity that adds 
value to the customer. 

Fortes (2010) lean techniques applicable to IT processes 

 Figure:  Research and contribution in lean service sectors 
(source: Leite and Vieira) 

 
  Delgado (2010) documents the benefits derive of implementation 

of Lean Six Sigma in financial service organizations. The study ana-
lyzes the critical success factors (CSF) of lean and six-sigma implemen-
tation project. There is an analysis of the specific case study of GE Con-
sumer Finance a unit of General Electric Company a leading provider 
of credit services to consumer, retailers and auto dealers in 51 countries 
around the world. The data are collected from interview. The results 
state the importance of lean tool: VOC (Voice of customer), VOE 
(Voice of the Employee) and BPMS (Business Process Management 
System), Lean Week (five day), DMAIDIC. The main critical success 
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factor for lean strategy is the commitment of management. The lean 
methodology is considered a valid strategy for processes improvement 
correlate with better financial results. 

Leyer and Moormann, (2014) study the implementation of lean 
methodology in the  financial service companies  in Germany.  Using a 
large-scale study based on 38 questions to investigate eight principles 
represent the main aspect of lean philosophy (customer need, value 
stream, flow, pull, perfect creation, leadership style, individual respon-
sibility, continuous improvement). The results show that employees be-
lieve to think to be leaner than actual behavior discloses. The im-
portance of the culture for lean is stressed. 

 

 
     
 Figure: Digital and lean transformation: using BPR and Six Sigma 
(source: International sigma six Institute) 
 
Xavier dos Santos and Cabrita (2016) study the lean banking applica-
tion of lean in the banking industry. The purpose of this paper is to an-
alyze the application of lean principles to banking services and critical 
success factors. The methodology used was a case study research, in 
which is described and analyzed a lean approach in a real banking en-
vironment. The case studied in this research is a practical project to sim-
plify  and  improve the operational performance of a front office bank-
ing process. The case company is one of the largest Portuguese banks, 
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which has more than 2 million customers. The findings of this study 
show the great potential of lean management as a mean to maximize 
banking processes and how lean practices must be adjusted and become 
intrinsic to the firms’ culture.  

 

 
 Figure: Strategy of digital banking (Source Kumar) 
 

Kovacs (2016) describes the key drivers of process improvement in 
banking activities based on the case of K&H Bank, part of the Belgian 
KBC, group, the second largest bank in Hungary, with over 4000 em-
ployees. The new lean strategy of the bank (started in 2005) is focus on 
the client and the process and the cultural principle for all employees to 
“be the reference” (using the “best practice” in the bank sector), “serve 
the customer” and “simplify”. The application of a set of lean method-
ology in K&H Bank (key performance indicator KPIs based on VOC, 
many Gemba walks, KPI trees, visual management, value stream map-
ping, performance management, usage of whiteboards and daily or 
weekly meetings, customer satisfaction measurement and input survey) 
has permitted a strong improvement of financial performance. 

Balkovskaya and Fineva (2016) study the application of a integrated 
set of KPI to measure the performance of a Russinan regional bank. 
The use of KPI with balance scorecard permits to evaluate the degree 
of strategy implementation. Lagging indicators give organization’s 
business units an opportunity to improve daily activities and improve 
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financial result. This methodology permit to control different area: tran-
sition efficiency (average time to solve problem), customer complain 
(number of critical complain). The study shows how transaction effi-
ciency, sales channels development, rationalized processes have a 
strong impact on the bank’s performance. 

 
 
 
Figure: strategy of improvement (Source: lean sigma tool Gpm-

first) 
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2.2 Studies and case on innovation and lean management in 
American banks and financial institution  

 
Elewaut et al. (2003) describe the Chile's lesson in lean banking. The 
strategy  of the bank in this country is based on cost reduction by a 
strategy based on : a) lean management, b) innovative branch format, c) 
strong outsourcing of secondary operations (purchasing, credit card 
processing, money transport, data center management, software devel-
opment and maintenance). Chile's largest private bank Banco Santander 
and Banco Santiago (which merged in 2002), Banco de Chile have had 
better results using lean management by reducing their costs (cut their 
average cost-to-income ratio from the moderate level of 65.1 percent in 
1995 to a world-class 54.1 percent in 2002). 
 

 
2.3 Studies and case on innovation and lean management in 

Asian  and African banks and financial institution  
Salaheldin et al. (2009) analyse the Six Sigma Practices in the bank-

ing Sector in Qatar. The article provides an insight into the critical fac-
tors influencing a successful: banks should start by educating staff about 
six sigma and its benefits, get familiar with the tools and techniques, 
take an ownership of the initiative, educate and train staff and keep 
monitoring and improving through proper feedback. DMAIC (Define-
Measure-Analyse-Improve-Control) is used to improve an existing 
business process, while DMADV (Define-Measure-Analyse-Design-
Verify) is used to create new product or process designs. The results 
show, in the Qatari banking sector, the critical success factor of Six 
Sigma implementation.   

Masoud (2014) studies the Libyan banking sectors where there is a 
huge competition from local as well as foreign banks, and choices of 
customers regarding bank services are expanding; Customers have be-
come more quality aware and are demanding new products and services. 
There is an analysis by a regression model to study the critical success 
factors for improvement of the process in lean banking (reducing ad-
ministrative costs for order correction, customers complain, eliminating 
defects and mistakes) using also Six Sigma methodology. 

Ndaita P.M, Gachie T. (2015) study the implementation of lean man-
agement with six sigma concept at National Bank of Kenya operation 
division. The purpose of the paper is to measure the level of Lean Six 
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Sigma implementation by utilizing the five stages of progress identified 
(initialize, deploy, implement, expand and sustain). The study is con-
ducted within the collaboration of management (questionnaire distrib-
uted to all employees). The results show reductions in average process 
cycle times, reductions in costs, reductions in turnaround times and re-
ductions in error rates. The lean implementation permits to improve the 
performance of the bank  
 

 3. Methodology 
 
The empirical method of this analysis follows the logic of grounded 

theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Riva 2018), developing a multiple-
case study methodology (Eisenhardt, 1989). We based our study on 
Unicredit.  

Six Sigma is a business strategy that provides businesses with the 
tool to improve the capacity of business process. This methodology was 
developed by Motorola in the 1980s and after with Jack Welch Ceo of 
General Electric became well known. Six sigma started in manufactur-
ing industry and not much is its application in the banking sector. Yang 
(2005) describes the importance of the methodology of the Sigma Six 
in the service sector.Toyota production system is the original system 
(Ohno, 1988; Womack and Jones, 1996) and manufacturing philosophy 
pioneered by the Japanese engineers Ohno and Shinto. In lean manage-
ment, there is a system approach to a problem (Senge. 1999) and is 
stressed the importance of learning activity and a smart control system 
based on innovation (Simon,1995; Kaplan and Norton, 1996, 2001, 
2004a, 2004b) and kaizen actions of improvement (Deming, 2000) 
based on long term commitment. The just-in-time production methods 
are a key element of lean production. Ohno studied Ford because of his 
reduction of waste at early Ford assembly plants.  

Quality management practices in lean production stress the concept 
of built core competence and eliminate waste and re-engineering (Dixon 
and al. 1994; Hall and al. 1993) by using a group of methodology (just 
in time, poka-yoke, source inspection automated inspection, sigma six). 
These methodologies are also coherent with the theory of synchronous 
manufacturing and theory of constraints. The quest is to look at a prob-
lem of value creation with a global view. The resolutions of problems 
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come from rethinking how the process is organized (Goldratt, 1992; 
Chase R. and Jacobs, 1992).  

4 The Unicredit  
 
4.1 History  
 
 Unicredit Group is an Italian global banking and financial service 

company with a strong position in Western and Eastern Europe, based 
on the merge of several Italian and bank. Its head headquarter is in Porta 
Nuova in Milan it was founded in 1998 by the merge of many group in 
particular Unicredito and Credito Italiano. 
 

 
 
 
Figure:  Mission of Unicredit Group (Source: Unicredit Group) 

 
The Group is present in 50 markets in 17 countries with more than 

8500 branches and about 147000 employees (Unicerdit Annual Report 
2015; Crespi 2006; Chiaramonte, 2008). UniCredit is a European com-
mercial bank, with strong presence in Italy, Germany, Austria and Po-
land and in other high-growth CEE countries. It has almost 10,000 
branches and more than 35 million customers 
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Figure : Headquarter of Unicredit in Milan (source: Lora) 

 
 
The mission is a long-term partnerships with clients across all sec-

tors, its relationship managers and product specialists create tailor-made 
solutions in a strategic dialogue with clients in the field of: a) corporate 
banking and transaction services in capital markets, b) structured fi-
nance and investment products, c) access to Western, Central and East-
ern Europe. 

At the base of the lean in Unicredit there are two fundamental and 
complementary concepts, described by two Japanese terms: Monozu-
kuri and Hitozukuri. The Monozukuri is the ability to do things well, 
with constant attention to cost, time and quality, and is the aspect that 
usually companies understand and pursue. The Hitozukuri is the ability 
to grow and shape the company's people. 
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Committed and shared value of Unicredit (source  Unicredit) 

 
4.2. The critical factors leading to success of Unicredit 

 
Uncredit stress the importance of the cultural aspects of lean banking 

and the importance of some principles of strategy: a) put the customer 
first; b) improve the process of the organization; c) cooperate and con-
nect with supplier and partners d) manage the risk; e) focus on execution 
(Unicredit 2015 Bilancio integrato). 

Lean banking in Unicredit (Majorana et al. 2011) refers to improve-
ment projects that redesign the internal processes of the bank, focusing 
on customer satisfaction and reduce waste. The focus is to improve both 
the upper part of the income statement (revenues) by increasing cus-
tomer retention rate and in the lower (costs) through the containment 
and reduction of unnecessary costs and wastes 
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Figure: In searching of excellence in Unicredit 

 
. 
For Unicredit improvement should not focus solely on overhead cost 

reduction (elimination of the wastes and of the not value-added activi-
ties) but also to improve the revenues (focus on critical to quality fac-
tors). Processes and operational efficiency lead to reduced costs and re-
leased capacity, meaning lean banking process improvement contrib-
utes significantly to improve the performance. 

Lean banking does not require significant capital investment. Lean 
middle-market banking concepts and tools are relatively easy to learn 
and apply. 

 
b) Digitalization of the services  
Unicredit desires to improve in the digital transformation: a) mobile 

payment, b) digital currencies, c) regulatory environment, d) data pri-
vacy, f) mobile payment, g) e-commerce. The aim is also to improve 
and facilitate the ability of clients to access to financial advice and so-
lutions in a set of area. 
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